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Why Are You Doing This Training?

What’s Missing From Your Client Charts:
Writing Great Progress Notes

§ Most of us never got training in notes
§ You’re not proud of your notes (if so, you
are in good company)
§ You’ve heard insurance more often
reviewing treatment/charts, even from out
of network therapists, even during COVID
§ Healthcare landscape is changing
§ Goal: develop new habits so that you stay
on top of notes, write notes that are more
helpful, and feel confident if reviewed

with
Barbara Griswold, LMFT

Author, Navigating the Insurance
Maze: The Therapist’s Complete
Guide to Working With Insurance-And Whether You Should
(soon: Eighth Edition!)
www.theinsurancemaze.com
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My Own Notes
Learning Curve

When you
think of a
licensing
board or
health plan
reading
your client
notes, how
do you feel?

§ 30 years in practice,
five factors have
most affected notes:
1. Researching my book Navigating the
Insurance Maze
2. CAMFT State Ethics Committee
3. Multiple records requests
4. Providing consultations for panicked
providers after records requests
5. One particular case…
www.theinsurancemaze.com
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Do Any of These Sound Like You?
§ “I don’t have time to take good notes”
§ “I don’t know what a good note looks like”
§ “By the time I do notes I don’t recall details”
§ “Why should I? I’ve never been audited”
§ “I was taught, the less you write, the better”
§ “I write notes for me, since I’m the only
one reading them”
§ “My memory is great, I don’t need them”
§ “I don’t have to worry since I don’t work
with insurance”

Why Don’t
We Keep
Better
Notes?

While understandable, writing vague notes or notes
unreadable to others can hurt you and clients
www.theinsurancemaze.com
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California Law Speaks:

Why Are Good Notes Essential?

§ Unprofessional conduct: “failure to keep
records consistent with sound clinical
judgment, standards of the profession, and
the nature of the services being rendered.”1
§ Doesn’t say how record should be organized
or what must exactly be in record
§ You are required to retain records:
§ At least 7 years from termination
§ At least 7 years from date minor turns 182
§ But BBS has 10 years to investigate complaints
§ Medi-Cal: Keep 10 years after contract ends3

§ Required by licensing
board, law, ethics
codes, insurance
§ In complaint, notes
may be only evidence
§ Notes justifying facts,
your thinking, actions
serve as best defense
§ “If you didn’t document it, it didn’t happen”
§ To aid memory during treatment/client return
§ To coordinate care
§ Document impairment for disability/legal
§ Document “medical necessity” for insurance
www.theinsurancemaze.com

1- Cal Bus & Prof Code §4982(v)
2-Cal Bus & Prof Code §4980.49
3-https://tinyurl.com/medi-cal10yrs
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What Do NASW Ethics Codes Say?

What clinical
documentation
should be in
your chart?

Code 3.04: Social Workers:
a) ensure notes accurately reflect services
b) “include sufficient and timely documentation…
to facilitate the delivery of services and to
ensure continuity of services provided to
clients in the future.”
c) notes “should protect clients' privacy to the
extent that is possible and appropriate and
should include only information that is
directly relevant to the delivery of services.”
d) store records following termination to
ensure reasonable future access.
www.theinsurancemaze.com

§ Initial intake
§ Ongoing progress
notes (emphasis
today)
§ Treatment Plan
www.theinsurancemaze.com
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This Applies to You Out-of-Network
Providers, Too
§ When client turns in
an invoice, your chart
and treatment can be
reviewed – and they
want details of
symptoms, treatment
§ For all, what follows
is an outline of an
ideal clinical record

What Should be In Your Progress Notes?
www.theinsurancemaze.com
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INITIAL EVALUATION/INTAKE:
Common Health Plan Requirements4

PROGRESS NOTES: Common Requirements5
1. Start and end times (ex. 1:05-1:55 pm)
§ What does that include?
2. Date and client’s name on each page
3. Service type, ex. individual, couples, group
4. Problem statement, description/quotes
5. Interventions/homework assigned
6. Client strengths/limitations or barriers
7. Functional impairments
8. Client in-session behavior/mood
9. Progress/lack of (note: use of tests helpful)
10. Date of next appointment
11. Support for diagnosis/medical necessity

§ Symptoms, problem and problem history
§ Psychiatric history, including hospitalizations
§ Current medications, including over-thecounter meds, prescribing doc, contact info
§ Psychosocial information
§ Medical issues / relevant history, allergies
§ Mental status exam
§ Document risk factors danger self/others;
substance use alcohol/drug/cigarette
§ Diagnosis
§ Support system / emergency contact info
§ Medical necessity / impairment
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4– 2020 Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield Documentation Requirements
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5-- Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield Documentation Requirements
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An increase in
chart reviews?
Why have treatment
reviews increased?
Federal Parity Act and Affordable Care Act
§ Most clients now have unlimited sessions
regardless of diagnosis (some exceptions)
§ BUT: Plans can still refuse to cover visits they
feel are not “medically necessary”
§ Medical necessity reviews used to limit
sessions, even for out-of-network folks
§ Notes must defend medical necessity of care

Medical Necessity:
The Key to Treatment Approvals
www.theinsurancemaze.com
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What Are Plans Looking For?
Medical Necessity Criteria
§ DSM diagnosis; Z-code can’t be sole/primary
§ Treatment necessary, not just desired
§ Treatment goals can’t be purely personal
growth, self-esteem, feeling awareness;
must be reduction of symptoms
§ What about sexual disorders?
§ Document functional impairment (ex. work,
school, relationships, health, $$)
§ Most appropriate, cost-effective level of care
§ Client is improving
www.theinsurancemaze.com
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Progress
Note
Examples
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Just like there is
no single recipe
for apple pie,
there is no
single way to
do progress
notes, but…
www.theinsurancemaze.com

Barb’s Recipe for a
Great Progress Note
ü Generous helping of
specific DETAILS
§ Measure each ingredient
(back up with numbers)
to capture severity and
frequency of symptoms

üA dash of client QUOTES
(optional)
ü2-3 servings of YOU!
§ 2-3 things you did/said
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Example 1: Better Note

Let’s Play “Can This Note Be Saved?”
X
X
X
X
X

X

7/9/20, 2:07-2:54 pm: Ct. reports moderate
depression since divorce finalized last week,
“when I got paperwork the sadness really hit
me.” Ct. denies suicidal thoughts, “I would
not do that to my kids; I know it will pass.”
Educated client on normal stages of grief,
helped identify negative self-talk fueling
depression (“since marriage failed, there is
something wrong with me”), helped ct.
challenge these thoughts. Worked with ct.
to write Depression Self-Care Plan including
journaling and daily exercise; will continue
work on Plan at next appt. on 7/14/20.

Explored client thoughts and feelings
Provided Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
Provided psychoeducation
Provided empathy
Provided client with safe space to
express feelings
Supported client and validated feelings
www.theinsurancemaze.com
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Example #2: Can This Note Be Saved?
Ct. discussed wk stress. Feels validated ct.
feelings.

www.theinsurancemaze.com
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Example 2: A Better Note
7/18/20, 3:04-3:56 pm: Ct. discussed anxiety
related to high-stress job and 12+ daily work
hours. Says, “I work 6 days a week, and can’t
keep up -- there don’t seem to be enough hours
in a day to do all I need to.” Admits she gets only
5 hrs. of sleep and wakes at night worrying
about job. Helped ct. identify boundaries she
could set at work to decrease anxiety, ex. leaving
desk for breaks and lunch, and asking boss to
prioritize tasks. Discussed with ct. sleep
deprivation and importance of good sleep
hygiene. Next appt. 7/24/20.
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How About a Couples Note Example?
7/16/20, 3:05 – 3:52 pm: Couples session with
ct. Beth and girlfriend Julie. Ct. reports increased
arguments -- 3 this week -- as holiday nears.
Both shout, but deny violence. Ct. says “J. is
pressing me to come out to Dad when they visit.
I can’t risk he’ll cut me off financially.” Due to
conflicts, ct. reports anxiety, stomach distress,
and decrease in work productivity. J. states
“after 3 years together, I’m tired of being
introduced as a friend.” Taught active listening
and utilized in session to discuss holidays and to
decrease ct. anxiety. Homework: Clients will
practice active listening. Next appt. 7/22/20
www.theinsurancemaze.com

SOAP and DAP
templates
§ Why I don’t like
them
§ What really
matters
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SOAP Notes

SOAP: Case Example

Subjective: What client says
Objective: Your observations
of client in session
Assessment: Your assessment
of the diagnosis, medical
necessity for therapy, and
progress (or lack of)
Plan: Referrals, in-session
interventions, homework,
changes to treatment plan
www.theinsurancemaze.com

Your Client,
Belle

www.theinsurancemaze.com
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2:05 -2:55 pm: Subjective: “I always dreamed of
leaving my village. Now I’ve been gone 4 weeks,
I miss my friends and father.” Is alone in the
castle a lot. “I love the Beast, but he just grunts
at me.” Admits daily overeating when lonely;
gain of 10 lbs. in 4 weeks. “I feel fat and ugly.”
Objective: Wears same yellow ballgown to each
session. Cried quietly, picked nervously at dress.
Assessment: Ct. is having trouble adjusting to
move, new life in castle, loss of support system.
Needs help to build support system and manage
compulsive overeating.
Plan: In session, created written list of ways to
deal with loneliness without eating. Referred to
Disney Princess support group. Add treatment
goal: Reduce overeating. Next appt. 7/21/20 29
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DAP Template
§ Data -- what client says (subjective), and
what you observe (objective), both
content and process
§ Assessment – your understanding of
problem, medical necessity for treatment,
client’s response to treatment
§ Plan – interventions, and any revisions
to treatment plan
www.theinsurancemaze.com
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Sample DAP Note Beast

Case Example

Your Client,
The Beast

www.theinsurancemaze.com
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11:00-11:50 am: Data: Reviewed anger journal
with ct., helped identify main triggers: when feels
criticized. “I hate when Belle corrects my table
manners, rolls her eyes at me, or she tells me not to
put my feet on the table. I feel I’m walking on
eggshells in my own castle.” Taught ct. assertive
communication, role played talking to wife about
resentment. Ct. denies physical abuse of B.
Assessment: Ct. having trouble adjusting to living
with someone after living alone so long. Needs to
learn assertiveness and to self-soothe when angry.
Plan: Ct. will practice meditation and assertive
communication between sessions and continue
reading When Anger Hurts. Next appt. 8/6/20
32
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1:00 – 1:55 pm: Topics: Explored anxiety
related to codependency. Ct: "why do I get
involved with immature men and try to fix
them? When my boyfriend P. is around, I
lose my boundaries, can’t say no.”
Symptoms/Impairment: Reports anxiety (6
out of 10), affecting concentration at school.
He comes at night, disrupts her sleep, this
leads to daytime fatigue. Ct. feels guilt about
lies told to parents when sneaks out.
Interventions: Gave codependency handout,
discussed characteristics she identified with.
Homework: Read Codependent No More.
Progress/Plan: Ct. more aware of
codependency, resisted urge to bail P. out of
jail this week. Appt 7/30/20
34

Griswold Note Template
Topic
Symptoms/
Impairment
Interventions
Progress/Plan
Your new client,
Wendy D.
www.theinsurancemaze.com
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How About a
Couples Note?

www.theinsurancemaze.com
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4:01-4:54pm: Couples session with boyfriend P.
Topics: Ct. says “P. won’t commit to marriage; we
fight daily about this. Am I wasting my time in
relationship?” P. says “I told her I don’t want to
grow up. She knew that when she met me.”
Symptoms/Impairment: Ct. reports anger,
sadness, binge eating. Brings up marriage daily,
leading to arguments. Both raise voices, “P. flies
away, he won’t talk, which makes me angrier.”
Interventions: Taught active listening; W. broke
down in tears when she reflected P’s statement “I
have no intention of EVER getting married.”
Progress/Plan: Ct. seemed to finally hear P’s
feelings about marriage. Will need support
dealing with grief and anger and to decide
whether to stay in relationship. Next appt 8/8/20
36
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3– 3:55 pm: Topics: Ct discussed dreams of
being a real boy. Reports body image issues,
says “I hate my wooden body!” Reports desire
for more interaction with same-age peers.
Symptoms/Impairment: Admits he lies daily,
leading to nose growth. This leads his father
Geppetto to get angry. Said ran away from
home last week to be with other “real” kids.
Interventions: Told ct. I want to bring G. for
family session to help ct. communicate feelings
without lying; ct. agreed readily. Told him I
wouldn’t share info from ind. sessions. Helped
ct. identify ways to self-soothe when G. is angry.
Progress/Plan: Family session planned 7/3/20
to reduce runaway risk.

Griswold
Note Template
Example
For Child

Your client,
Pinocchio
www.theinsurancemaze.com
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10 Situations When You Should
Take Extra-Detailed Notes

Is Telehealth
Documentation
Different?
§ In note, state if it was
video or phone
§ Document you verified
client address
§ Intake: document determination that client
appropriate for telehealth
§ Document conversations about pros and
cons of telehealth
§ Telehealth consent (why I recommend)
§ Credit card authorization
www.theinsurancemaze.com

1.Crisis cases, ex. seeing more than once
weekly, confidentiality breaches, reports
2. Changing diagnosis / treatment plan
3. Changing the unit being treated, or seeing
multiple family members
4. Clients with personality
disorders, or clients that
want to restrict practice
style (ex. asks you not to
take notes, not to talk to doc))
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10 Situations When You Should Take
Extra-Detailed Notes (continued)

You Don’t Have
to Guess:
Common Health
Plan Requirements

5. Ct. involved in lawsuit/has litigious history
6. Extended boundary situations
7. Providing non-traditional therapy
8. Payment issue/unusual payment agreement
9. Client unhappy with you
10. Termination

§ Get insurance plan documentation list
§ Plans require notes to be:
§ Legible and readable (avoid abbreviations)
§ If handwritten, blue or black ink
§ Legibly signed: degree, license/credentials
§ If records electronic, finish entry with words,
ex. “Signed by Mary Smith, LCSW,” or
“Finalized by Joe Jones, MFT”
42

BOTTOM LINE: DOCUMENT YOUR THINKING
AND CONVERSATIONS WITH CLIENTS
www.theinsurancemaze.com
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HIPPA: Two Types of Notes?

Tips for
Better Notes

1) Progress Notes: includes session start/stop
times, modalities/ frequencies of treatment,
diagnosis, functional status, treatment plan,
symptoms, prognosis, and progress.
2) Psychotherapy notes: (aka “process notes”)
are notes “…documenting or analyzing the
contents of conversation during a private
counseling session…that are separated from
the rest of the individual’s medical record.”6
§ Are either or both required?
§ What does “separated” mean?
§ Don’t combine -- more protection afforded

§ Write as if reviewer
will be reading
§ Write as if client
might read it
§ Write like a journalist
§ Avoid cloning, cutting
and pasting
§ Do you file CPS
reports in chart?

6 – HIPAA Privacy Rule 45 CFR 164.501
43
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TWO FREEBIES!
“Never alter a record after the fact. ‘It's
illegal, and it gets you into trouble, and
more times than not you get caught,’ says
lawyer Joseph T. Monahan. You can
append additional information to
records,….but when doing so, the record
should clearly indicate that the
information was added later on.”

Get your
1. Sample
Interventions
List
2. Telehealth
Door Sign
Visit theinsurancemaze.com/contact
Ask for Intervention List/Door Sign

--APA10 Ways Practitioners Can Avoid
Frequent Ethical Pitfalls
apa.org/monitor/jan03/10ways
www.theinsurancemaze.com
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How To Save Time Doing Notes7

How to Save Time Writing Notes

§ Make it a habit, at a regular time
daily. Find what works best for you.
§ Idea: Try ending on time/earlier
and charting right after session
ü If do 20 sessions a week, ending
5-10 minutes earlier gives
2-3 extra hours weekly for notes!
ü But don’t sacrifice all breaks
7 – Adapted from Dr. Maelisa Hall’s blog, www.qaprep.com
www.theinsurancemaze.com
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How To Save Time Doing Notes (cont.)8
§ Consider Collaborative Documentation
§ In session
§“Let’s sum up what we discussed.” Ask:
“What did you feel was the main focus?
Progress made? What insight surprised or
motivated you? What will you work on in
the next week?” etc.
§ Like writing therapy journal together
8 – Adapted from Dr. Maelisa Hall’s blog, www.qaprep.com
www.theinsurancemaze.com

It’s Easy to Fall Behind
§ Have late notes policies
§ Some plans have rules:
§ Ex: OPTUM says “if an entry is
made more than 24 hours after
the service was rendered, entry
should include date of service,
date of the entry, and notation
that this is a late entry”9
§ In court, lawyer may ask when
you wrote note; If long after
session, could challenge memory
§ If you fall behind, don’t get
avoidant – get consult, make action plan
www.theinsurancemaze.com
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9-- from Optum/UBH Provider Guidelines
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Why Plans Might Come A Knocking…
1. Records Request --Usually Administrative and

Why Charts Are
Requested:
Administrative
Reviews and
Treatment
Reviews

unrelated to treatment!
a. Documentation review
b. Billing Patterns
(ex. 90837 CPT Review)
c. Risk Adjustment/ACA
(ex. Ciox, Inovalon)
2. Treatment Reviews
§ Medical Necessity
§ Usually by phone
§ Usually don’t ask for notes

www.theinsurancemaze.com
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If Plan Asks for CHART: 10 Tips

Treatment Reviews

1. Don’t panic!
2. Contact me. I’ll help you understand what’s
being asked for and response choices
3. Notify client?
4. What if client doesn’t want to release?
(I have sample refusal letter)
5. Make sure release follows CA Civil Code

Why You Might Be Selected
§ You have exceeded certain
number of sessions or
average for diagnosis, so
avoid underdiagnosing
§ You’ve had multiple
sessions per week for a long time
§ Out-of-network included!
§ Don’t wing it -- what you say can hurt clients
§ Contact me. I can help you prepare
www.theinsurancemaze.com
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6. Call plan. Will they accept summary?
7. Don’t release HIPAA psychotherapy notes
8. Release minimum necessary
9. Can you ignore?
10. Contact professional association

- CA Civil Code 56.104(a) (1) through(4)
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In Summary: Is Documentation a
Nuisance or Clinical Ally?

Questions?

I say both. Yes, it’s time consuming. It’s not
the part of our job that we love. We worry
about confidentiality. But in my opinion, wellwritten, detailed thoughtful notes are:
§ Our strongest defense in a complaint
§ Our best tool to help defend a client’s need
for treatment or disability
§ An underutilized clinical tool to help guide
treatment and provide better quality care
www.theinsurancemaze.com
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How can I help you with the
business side of your practice?

§ Visit my website theinsurancemaze.com
§ Get my book (new 8th edition!)
§ Webinars: Telehealth, Couples
Billing, Insurance, CPT coding
§ Get Practice Forms Packet
§ Get my Billing Service List
§ Schedule a consultation around
your notes, insurance issues,
practice building, difficult cases
§ Sample Interventions List:
theinsurancemaze.com/contact
Barbara Griswold, LMFT
barbgris@aol.com 408-985-0846
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